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6 Basic Elements

PLACE YOUR OPT-IN AREAS 
EVERYWHERE 

Step 1: Place your Opt-In/ 
Subscribe areas everywhere.

Blog sidebar and/or Header

End of blog post 

Link in shop announcement 

Facebook tab 

Facebook call to action 

Share in anticipation of upcoming sale  (“Sign up for an email exclusive!”) 

Send link with sales order receipt 

Pop-Up Announcement 

If you have made it here you must be looking to grow your online business. Building an email list 

from scratch can feel intimidating, and I get it. You have already put yourself out there by creating a 

product or service, but growing your online audience can be a strategic and important step to 

communicating your message interested clientele.  

Continue to Page 2

OPTIMIZE YOUR 
WEBSITE'S CONTENT 

WRITE STELLAR GUEST POSTS 

CREATE AN IRRESISTIBLE 
LANDING PAGE 

PROMOTE YOUR CONTENT $$ 

Here’s are some places you might consider placing your form 

RESEARCH
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Step 2:  Optimize your website's 
content to boost your opt in rates
Sounds easy enough right? In truth this may be the most 

important and the most involved step. Search engines love 

content but what you really should consider when writing 

relevant content is, does your content solve the problem your 

audience wants to solve? Ask yourself what is the problem you 

are trying to solve for your clientele? What would your 

audience be searching for when they land on your business or 

product page? And once on your page, how is your 

presentation, and attitude? Is your content empathic and 

catchy? As an entrepreneur you're the expert in your own 

arena and your content should reflect that.  

Important Content Writing Tips 
Presentation:

Write Introductions that suck in the reader

Try to write relatable content with empathy

Present content in short paragraphs at about 3-4 lines.

Add Subheads that make readers curious

Have appealing and relatable, shareable images

Give your blog a verbal read through - so that you know it 

makes since

Make sure your content is shareable

Add a social sharebar to content

Attention grabbing Images or Videos 
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Step3: Research Popular Blogs and Discover what your 
Audience desperately wants. 
If you want to gain subscribers fast, you have to know what interests them. When you know 

what problems your reader is trying to solve, you can boost the results from your efforts 

immensely. Most businesses skip this step in the content creation process and that's why they 

get lackluster results. 

Simply research, research the biggest blogs/websites in your niche. Find out what the most 

popular content is and use this information to grab your target audience's attention and write 

the appropriate content to attract them to your site. 

Workshop: 
 List popular blogs and competitor websites here: 

Check Each Site for the following: 

Has the blog covered your 

topic before? 

Do their posts receive plenty of 

comments? 

Do their posts receive shares? 

Do they allow for contributions 

or guest posting?  

Do they give proper credit to 

their contributors?

Research Resources: 
Type in google ----- Site: [ url ] Intitle: [ keyword ] 

Use the above resource to search blog websites by specific topics; This a simple form of 

competitor research anyone has access to. Use this method to see how that content is 

performing and how you can improve upon that content. If there are user comments pay 

attention the question they are asking and what additional information you can add to your 

post that may have not been covered in the original post. 

Research their Audience: Most Important 
Look at user comments to find the problem your target audience is looking to solve 

Repeat the concerns as keywords for your content; answer their concerns  

Share and send Pitches they cannot ignore 
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Step 4 Do these blogs offer guest posting? 

Step 5: Create an Irresistible landing page 

If they do make sure they give proper credit to the author and offer a guest posting piece. This 

is important if you want to actually drive readers from your guest post to your site 

Workshop: Create a Guest Blog Email Template For Yourself 

Subject: Guest Post: [Catchy Headline] 

Dear [Blogger's Name], 

[Compliment Here] 

I'm writing to submit a guest post to [name of blog]. The post's headline is [Catchy headline here] and the article will include: 

Bullet point 
List of 
Your article outline 
I've noticed articles on this topic are particularly popular with your readers. 

To let you know a little bit about me, I'm a professional [name of your job]. I've previously written for [names of other blogs you've 
written for] and you can find samples of my work here: 

Links to 
Relevant articles 
Let me know what you think. I'm excited to hear back from you! 

Best Reguards, 

[Your name] 

Incentive to Opt-In Suggestions 

Create Incentive pieces relevate to 

your topic. Remember your audience 

is looking to you as an expert within 

your industry. 

A Special Offer 

A Checklist 

A cheat sheet 

A resource list 

A quick guide 
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Step 6: Promote your content - 
Paid advertising -
By investing some money, you can get in front of your audience much more quickly than 

building a list completely organically. There are a plethora of paid advertising options from 

adwords, to facebook, instagram, or linkedin advertising all of which allow you to get your 

brand in front of specific groups of people. 

For instance, with Adwords, you can pay for the top rank in Google. With Facebook Ads, you 

can can place an ad to get your brand in front of people who have expressed an interest in 

your topic. 

Paid promotion is, about getting subscribers and driving traffic faster than organic growth. 

www.AvidDigitalWorks.com 
Info@aviddigitalworks.com 
Toll Free: 800.408.6284

In Conclusion...

If you want more help and support fell free to 

contact Avid Digital Works.  As your virtual 

marketing provider we wish you wild amounts of 

success with your business


